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"Top quality working dogs from the old Czech bloodlines"

Kennel Ulveskoven Hello and welcome to Kennel Ulveskoven. My name is Henrik, I'm a danish guy, now living in sweden. Dogs have always been a part of my life

and I have worked professionally with dogs for many years in the military, as K9 officer in the police and breeder.  I have over the years  had the opportunity to work

and train with some of the most effective military and policeforces in the world. I have always been stunned by all the tasks you can expose a German Shepherd to

and it will always find a solution to the problems, quickly and efficiently. After breeding german shepherds for many years over the German bloodlines, I was

introduced to the Czech bloodlines and it was love at first sight. The power, courage, stamina and looks of these Czech dogs amazed me. This brought me to the

challenge, how could I get these amazing dogs with these characteristics. After researching Czech dogs and bloodlines for a long time, visiting trainings and

competitions, I found my favorite bloodlines and decided to buy a female of great combination, Gila Axa van de Duca Vallei.  So with Gila in my kennel I had to find

a strong male for her first breeding and my choice fell on Jupp z Jenive a strong impressing male. To breed dogs with the looks, power, stamina and characteristic of

the old Czech dogs, I really have to look into and use the old Czech bloodlines because they were created by an isolated breedingprogram over multiple decades.

They where bred and selected for other traits than in the western part of Europe, where sport, show and commerce very much influenced the direction the breed was

taking. All content of this listing belongs to the Owner in this Listing! Copyright © All Rights Reserved.
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